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Liapunov Functionals of Convolution Type 
T. A. BURTON*, QUKHANG HUANG ‘, AND W. E. MAHFOUD: 
1. INTROD~:~TION 
In the study of functional differential equations by means of Liapunov 
functionals one frequently encounters a pair of inequalities such as 
V(I,.d.)),< W,(.r(r))+ (‘rK(r. s) Wz(.r(.s))rf.s. 
‘0 
(1.1) 
V(r,.r(,)),< -W,(s(r))+F(r) (1.2) 
where V is a Liapunov functional bounded from below, .X is the unknown 
solution of the functional differential equation, and K, F. and W,, 
i= 1, 2, 3, are scalar functions positive and continuous. 
The goal of this paper is to use (1.1) and (1.2) to conclude boundedness 
of .u( r) when F is bounded and when W,(x) -+ x as 1.~1 + x, i = 1, 2, 3. The 
counterpart of this problem for ordinary differential equations is well 
established, fruitful, and fundamental in the study of boundedness and the 
existence of periodic solutions (cf. Yoshizawa [6, pp. 38 and 2061). But for 
functional differential equations the problem is far from solved. It is exten- 
sively discussed in [3] with varying degrees of success. 
The prototype for our investigation is the system 
x’=A,r+ -‘C(r.S).T(S)ds+.l(f) J (1.3) 0 
where A is an n x n constant matrix, C(f, s) is an n x n matrix of functions 
continuous for 0 <.s 6 t < .x, j [0, zc ) + R” is continuous and bounded, 
and na 1. 
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When all characteristic roots of A have negative real parts, there is a 
symmetric positive definite matrix B such that 
ATB+ BA = -I. (1.4) 
Then one constructs a scalar functional 
l’(t,x(.))= [.~~B.v]‘:‘+kj”; [,’ IC( u, s)l du[.uT(s) Bx(s)]’ ’ ds (1.5) 
and finds that, under appropriate conditions, the derivative of V along a 
solution x(t) of (1.3) satisfies 
l’;,,,(t,x(.))< -p,[xT(r) B~(r)]“~-p~[.x~(r)’ B.x(~)‘]‘.~+F(~) (1.6) 
where p, > 0 and pz >, 0 are constants, and F is nonnegative and bounded. 
Numerous examples of this type are found in [ 1 43. 
We quickly give a simple illustration for the scalar equation 
x’= -I+~~C(r..s).‘;(S)dS+1.(1). (1.7) 
Letting 
I’([, x( .)) = 1x1 + ) ( IC(u, s)l dulx(.s)l ds, 
“0 “I 
(1.8) 
we obtain 
I’;,,)(& x(.))< -Ix(f)1 + j’ lC(r, s)l I.u(s)l dsfl’ IC(u, r)l dulx(f)r 
0 , 
- r ’ lC(f, .S)I Ix(.s)l ds+ If(r)1 do 
= [ - I + [’ IC(u, r)l dul I.$t)l + l.f(~,l 
-r 
so that if the integral in (1.8) is defined and if 
( IC(U, r)l du<m< I, for some Constant m, 
-, 
then 
v;l.7j(4 -u(.))< -(I -ml I-u(r)l + l./(~)l. (1.9) 
It turns out that one is hard pressed to conclude anything whatsoever 
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from (1.8) and (1.9) alone about solutions of (1.7). Detailed analysis with 
limited results are found in [3]. 
When (1.3) is of convolution type, then the difficulties melt away owing 
to the splendid variation of parameters formula. For, if C(t, s) = C( t - .r) 
and if Z(f) is an n x n matrix satisfying 
Z’(1)=AZ(t)+j’~-(,-s)Z(s)d~, Z(0) = I, (1.10) 
II 
then a solution -u(t) of (1.3) may be expressed as 
x(1)=Z(t)x(O)+ f’Z(t-s).f(.s)dx (1.11) 
-0 
Moreover, if V(r, x(.)) of (1.5) is applied to the columns of (l.lO), then the 
counterpart of (1.6) yields 
v;, lo,(t3 -Y(‘))G -PIa,) for some p > 0. 
so that ZEL’[O, JL’) and, by (1.10) Z’(~)EL’[O, x). Consequently, 
Z(f) 40 as t + r;. Thus, the assumption of /bounded in (1.3) yields by 
(1.1 I ) a beautiful boundedness result. 
If A is not constant or if C(l, s) is not of convolution type, then the 
variation of parameters formula for (1.3) is of limited use in the present 
context. 
To further motivate our discussion, we return to (1.7) and suppose there 
is a scalar function 0(f) >, 0 with 
and 
Letting 
@‘(I-.s)+IC‘(t,.s)I,<0 
Q(O) < I. 
we obtain 
v;, ,Jc 4. )I < -I-u(t)1 + j,: IC(t, s)l lx(s)1 d.s+ @(O) I.u(r)l 
+ r ’ @‘(I -.s) Ix(s)1 ds + l.f(~)I ‘0 
d [ - 1 + W)l Id~)l + If(~ 
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In this light, we develop a variation of parameters formula for the pair 
V(t,x(.))= W(x(t))+j’O(r-S) W(x(.s))ds, (1.12) 
0 
v’(f..U(~))6 --pW(.u(t))+F(r) (1.13) 
which yields a variation of parameters formula for ( 1.3) analogous to ( I .I I ) 
as well as numerous boundedness and stability results. We then generalize 
( 1.12) and (1.13) and obtain additional results. 
2. A VARIATION OF PARAMETERS INEQUAIJTY 
It is fruitful to suppress now the functional differential equation and con- 
sider the pairs 
V(r)=r(r)+ j’4’(r-s)x(s)d.s, (2.1 1 
0 
and 
V’(f)< -p(f)+F(f) (2.2) 
H(f)=fl(f)+ [‘@(t-.s)P(.s)d.s, 
- 0 
(2.3) 
H’(f) = -PB(f) (2.4) 
where r, 8, @, F, H, and V are nonnegative and real-valued functions con- 
tinuous on [0, x), and p is a positive constant. 
We may think of (2.3) and (2.4) as the homogeneous system associated 
with the inhomogeneous system (2.1) and (2.2). 
LEMMA 1. lj’(2.3) and (2.4) hold, then lj(f)E L’[O, a) and hounded. g 
in addition, a’(f) Q 0, then /l(r) -+ 0 as 1 4 L33. 
Proqf: Obviously H(r) 2 0 and an integration of (2.4) from 0 to f yields 
p ,$s)d.s=H(O)- H(t)< H(0). 
s 
Thus, /J’(f)e L’[O, ZC)). Since H’(f) ~0, then H(f) is bounded and hence, by 
(2.3), /3(r) is bounded. Now, from (2.3) and (2.4), we have 
B’(f)= -[1r+~(O)]8(f)+ro’-[a~(r-s)/c’r]lr(.s)d.s. (2.5) 
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Since W(u) 6 0 and - a@( I - x)/Z! = ?@( t - s)/?s, then 
O$j’-[d~(f-s)/~f]ds=j’[i~(f-.s)/~.s]ds=~(0)-~(f)b~(0). 
0 0 
As /?(I) is bounded, it follows from (2.5) that p’(r) is bounded. Now, 
/I(f)E L’[O, x) and /Y(f) bounded imply /I(f) -, 0 as t -, J;. This completes 
the proof. 
LEMMA 2. If a’(f) 6 0 und tf /?( 1) is the solution of the integral eyuutio, n 
/j(t)+ j’[p+@(t-s)] /q.s)ds= 1, (2.6 
0 
then p(f) 2 0 and satisfies (2.3) and (2.4). 
Proof: From (2.6) we have j?(O) = 1. If l(r) becomes negative, then 
there is a f, >O such that /?(r,)=O with /I’([,)<0 and /I(r)>0 on [0, r,). A 
differentiation of (2.6) yields 
/3’(f) + [p + Q(O)] /l(f) + [’ @‘(f -3) p(s) ds = 0 (2.7) 
‘0 
and hence s;I @‘(I, -.s)/~(.s)ds~O. As /j’(t)>0 on [0, I,), if I‘; @‘(f, -.r) 
/3(s) ds = 0, then @‘(I, - s) = 0 on [0, f,]. Also, j;, @‘(t-s) B(S) ds = j;, Q’(S) 
P(f -s) ds so from (2.7) we have /I”(I) + [p + Q(O)] /I(f) = 0 on [0, fr]. But 
then fl(f,) # 0 and so we have l:l @‘(I, -s) ,9(s) d.s > 0. This contradicts 
j?(f)>0 on CO, r,) and @‘(u)60. To show that /I(t) satisfies (2.3) and (2.4). 
we assume that H( f ) is defined by (2.3). Then 
ff'tf) = 8'ff) + ~(0) lj(f) + j' Q'tf - .s) /I(.~) ds. 
0 
In view of (2.7), we conclude that H’(I)= -pb(r). This completes the 
proof. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that LX, /I. @, F, and If’ are of exponential order 
with p(O) = 1. [f (2.1 ) (2.4) ho/d, rhtw 
r(f) 6 ~(0) /I( 1) + [’ /I( f - s) F(s) ds. 
- 0 
(2.8) 
Proof: Taking the Laplace transform of both sides of (2.3) and (2.4), we 
obtain 
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and 
Hence 
.sL(H) = H(0) - p!,(p). 
[p+.s+sL(@)] L(/?)=H(O)= 1. (2.9) 
Now, delinc y( 1) B 0 by 
V’(t)= -pa(f)+F(f)-;*(1) 
and take the Laplace transform of both sides of this equality and (2. I ) to 
obtain 
and 
d(c) = V(0) - /tL(r) + L(F - 7) 
Thus. 
L(Ii)=L(r)+L(@)L(r). 
[/l+.s+.sf.(@)] L(r)= V(O)+L(F-7). 
As V(O)=r(O), it follows from (2.9) and (2.10) that 
L(a) = V(0) L(p) + IL(p) L(F- 7). 
Thus. 
(2.10) 
.a(l)=r(~) ptr)+ i’B(l-.s)[F(s)-y(.s)~ ds 
‘0 
~a(O)fi(t)+ [‘[w.S)Fb)d.s. 
*,1 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. tit the conditions of Theorem 1 hold und suppose that 
F(I) ,< M jijr Some M 3 0. Then 
?(I) d SC(O) P(r) + M/p. (2.11 ) 
Prooj: From (2.4), we have 
O<H(t)=H(O)-~~~~(s)dr=l -+.?(s)d.s. 
Thus, 1; b(s) &d l/p and the result follows from (2.8). 
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COROLLARY 2. Let the conditions qf Theorem 1 hold. If FE L’[O, cc), 
thenaEL’[O,,x). tJ inaddition, @‘(t)<O, thenr(t)+Oas t-+x. 
Proof: Since /?E L’[O, %) and FE L’[O, cc)), then the convolution of jI 
and F is in L’[O, a) and, by (2.8), ZE L’[O, ,x). If @‘(t)<O, then it 
follows from Lemma 1 that /J(t) +O as t + x. Since FE L’[O, x) and the 
convolution of an L’-function with a function tending to zero tends to 
zero, then it follows from (2.8) that a(t) + 0 as t + ,x. This completes the 
proof. 
Remark 1. Corollary 1 shows that when F(t) is bounded, then a(t) is 
bounded. This result is obtained under an assumption on @(t) no stronger 
than W(t) d 0 (Lemma 2), and this is mainly due to the fact that (2.1) is an 
equality. If equality in (2.1) is dropped, then a condition on qi(t) stronger 
than W(t) < 0 must be required in order to obtain boundedness as in 
Corollary 1. This may be seen in the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the pair 
V(t) 6 a(t) + J -’ a(s) ds, (2.12) 0 
v’(t)= --r(t)+ 1 (2.13) 
and Ict 4: [0, x:) + [0, Z) be continuous with J; q(s) J.s 6 { and q(n) = n 
for every nonnegative integer n. 
Let x(t) = 1 + q(t) and V(t) = 1 -I:, q(s) ds. Then obviously (2.12) and 
(2.13) are satisfied while a( t ) is unbounded. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the pair 
V(t)3a(t)+i:a(s)ds, (2.14) 
V’(t) = -a(t)+ 1. (2.15) 
Let 2: [0, W) + [IO, CG) be continuous and such that 0 6 z(t) < t/2, 
r(n) = n/2 for every nonnegative integer n, and Jh a(s) ds < t/4. Let 
V(t)= t-sha(.s) A. Then (2.14) and (2.15) are satisfied, but a(t) is 
unbounded. 
Remark 2. Inequality in (2.1) is motivated by the fact that in functional 
differential equations, we frequently use Liapunov functionals that are not 
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necessarily of convolution type. In the following results, we extend 
Theorem 1 to the pair 
V(1)~a(t)+S’~(t--s)a(~)dS, (2.16) 
0 
V(t)< -pa(t)+F(t) (2.17) 
where the quantities involved are as described in (2.1) and (2.2). 
Define q(t) 3 0 and y(t) 3 0 by 
V(r)=a(r)+/:@(r--~)a(~)ds-q(t) (2.18) 
and 
V(t)= -pa(t)+F(t)-y(t). (2.19) 
THEOREM 2. Let (2.3), (2.4) and (2.16), (2.17) hold. Ifq(t) is defined by 
(2.18) and if a, /?, @, F, and V’ are of exponential order with p(O) = 1, then 
a(t) G C W) + v(O)1 B(t) + j’ B(t - s)CFb) + r’(s)1 ds. (2.20) 
ProoJ: Taking the Laplace transform of both sides of (2.18) and (2.19), 
we obtain 
and 
L(v) = L(a) - L(q) + L(G) L(a) 
Thus, 
sL(v)= V(O)-pL(a)+L(F-y). 
[p + s + sL(@)] L(a) = V(0) + L(F- y) + sL(y) 
= V(0) + r/(O) + L(F- y + rj’). 
Using (2.9), we have 
L(a) = C VO) + v(O)1 UP) + L(B) W’- Y + a’) 
and hence, 
a(t) = [V(O) + q(O)] B(t) + j’ B(t- s)CF(s) - Y(S) + f(s)1 ds 
0 
< [v(O) + r(O)1 P(t) + j’ P(t - s)CF(J) + v’(s)1 ds. 
0 
This completes the proof. 
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Suppose that 
V(r)=a(t)+ [‘R(r,s)a(s)ds (2.21) 
‘0 
where R(f, s) is positive and continuous for 0 G s 6 I < x. Suppose also 
that 
and 
R( r, s) 6 @(I - .s) (2.22) 
ZR( i, .s)/~?f 3 @‘(f - s). (2.23) 
THEOREM 3. Let (2.21)--(2.23) und the conditions ?/‘ Theorem 2 hold. !f F 
is hounded and lf 
r ‘[CD(O)-R(.s,.s)]/I(f-.s)d.s<kl. 6 constanf, (2.24) - 0 
then r(f) is hounded. 
Proc$ From (2.21) and the definition of q(f), we have 
$1) = 
J 
,: [@(f -s) - R(f, s,] r(s) d.s. 
Thus, 
q’(f)=[@(O)-R(t,r)]r(r)+ i’[@‘(f-s)-?R(f,~)/it]~(.s)d.s 
“0 
< C@(O) - R(f, f)] a(f). 
By (2.20), we have 
r(r) d r(O) /1(f) + [’ /?(f - .s) F(s) ds + [’ [Q(O) - R(s, s)] /j( f  - s) r(s) ds 
- 0 - 0 
< p + I ’ [Q(O) - R(s, s)] /?(/ -.s) r(s) rls, for some constant P. 0 
Choose a constant .M> max(r(O), P(l -6) I). If r(f) is unbounded, then 
there is a r,>O such that r(r,)=M and r(r)<M for O<r<r,. Thus, 
M=%(f,)GP+M [” [a(O)-R(.s,.s)]~(f,-.s)d.s<P+Mb<M, 
‘0 
a contradiction. 
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COROLLARY 3. Let the conditions of’ Theorem 3 hold. Jf F is bounded and 
l f 
[a(O)-R(t, t)]/pdd< 1, 
then r( t ) is hounded. 
Prooj: From (2.4) we have 
0 < H(t) = H(0) - p [’ {I(s) ds. 
-’ I, 
Thus, 
and hence 
- I 
J,, [a(O) - R(.r, s)] ,G(t -.s) d.s 6 d; < I. 
This completes the proof. 
EXAYPLF: 3. Consider the scalar equation 
.K’= -a’(t).r+j’ r(t..s)C(t-.s).v(.s)ds+g(t) (2.25) 
1. 
where a(t), C(I). and g(t) are continuous for 06 t < 7; with a’(t)>O, 
C(I)E L’, and g(r) bounded, and where r(t, s) is continuous for 
Ods<f<cc with Ir(t.s)l < I. Let 
V(t,x(.))=lxl+j’[’ IC(u-.s)lduI.r(.s)ld.s 
(1 “I 
and consider an initial function @: ( - x, 0] + R with p(t) = is” , z( t. s) 
C( t - s) O(s) dsl bounded for 0 d t < r;. Then 
V;22s,(t,-d.))< -a’(t) 1.~1 +“[ Isr(t,.s)l IC(t--.s)l I.r(.s)l ds+p(t)+ (g(t)\ 
+ j- IC(u-t)l dulxl-?^‘iC(t-.s)l Ix(s)1 ds 
I 0 
d 
[ 
-a2(t)+ [’ IC(u-t)l du Ixj +p(t)+ Ig(t)l. 
“I I 
If a*(t) 2 SOT. IC(r)] du + p. p > 0, then the solution x(t) = x(t, t,,, 4) satisfies 
(2.1) and (2.2). Thus, by Corollary I, x(t) is bounded. 
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3. BOUNDEDNESS AND STARILITY 
We turn now to a system of functional differential equations 
x’( 1) = G( I, s(s); 0 < s d r) Ef G( f, .u(. )) (3.1) 
where G is a continuous functional defined and taking values in R” 
whenever X: [O, r] + R” is continuous and 0 d I < x. 
For each t, 2 0 and each continuous initial function 4: [0, f,,] + R” we 
suppose there is at least one continuous function -u(l) = x(t, rO, 4) on an 
interval [r,, L) satisfying (3.1) for lo d I < L and such that x( f, fO, 4) = d(t) 
for 0 < t 6 t,. Moreover, we suppose that if x(t, I,, #) remains bounded, 
then it can be continued on [to, z ). At t = I, it is understood that x’(t) is 
the right-hand derivative of x(f). The function x(t, f,, 4) is called a solution 
of (3.1). Conditions ensuring the existence, uniqueness, and continuability 
of solutions of (3.1) are found in Driver [S]. 
If D is a matrix or a vector, JDJ means the sum of the absolute values of 
the elements. If a function is written without its argument, then that 
argument is always understood to be f. 
DEFINITIOK I. Solutions of (3.1) are uniform bounded if for each B, > 0 
there is B, > 0 such that [f, > 0,4: [0, r,] -+ R” with I& f)l < B, on [0, f”], 
t b f,] imply Ixf6 f,, 411 < BZ. 
DEFINITION 2. Solutions of (3.1) are uniform ultimate bounded for 
bound B if there is a B > 0 and if for each M > 0 there exists T > 0 such 
that [f. 20, 4: [0, f,,] + R” with I&t)1 <M on [0, r,], f 2 f, + T] imply 
id,, I,,, #,I -=c B. 
If G(f, 0) = 0, then s(t) = 0 is a solution of (3.1). In this case we can for- 
mulate the following definitions. 
DEFIMTIOK 3. The zero solution of (3.1) is stable if for each E > 0 and 
toa0 there exists fi >O such that [d: [0, fO] --, R”, I&r)1 < 6 on [0, r,], 
t 2 r,] imply Ix(r, f,,, q5)I cc. It is uniformly stable if 6 is independent of 1,. 
DEFINITION 4. The zero solution of (3.1) is asymptotically stable if it is 
stable and if for each f, 20 there is an 9 B- 0 such that [+: [0, r,] -+ R”, 
i+(f)1 <It on [0, f,,]] imply Ix(f, to, #)I +O as f -+ cc. 
DEFINITION 5. The zero solution of (3.1) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable if it is uniformly stable and if there exists 7 > 0 such that for each 
p >0 there is a T>O such that [taaOO, 4: [0, tn] + R”, IqS(r)l <y on 
CO, f,l, 12 I,, + rl imply b(f, fo, d)I < 11. 
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Theorems l-3 are quite effective in showing all these types of bounded- 
ness and stability. We first use Theorem 1 to obtain a variation of 
parameters formula for (1.3) analogous to (1.1 I ). 
Let B be a constant n x n matrix which is symmetric and positive definite. 
Then there are positive constants k. K, and r (not unique) such that for all 
SE R”, we have 
.Y~‘.Y > 2k.uT Bx, (3.2) 
J.rBI < K[.r’Bx] ’ ‘, (3.3) 
and 
r ‘.r ‘.v < .r ’ Rx. (3.4) 
Let @: [0, x;) + [0, ‘CC) be continuous with 
and 
r@(t-.s)+ KIC(r,s)j 60 (3.5) 
-k+@(O)<O. (3.6) 
THEOREM 4. Suppose thus ( I .4), (3.5). und (3.6) hold. [f  .u( 1) = .u( f,  0, cj) 
is u solution of‘ (1.3) thrn thrrv e.ri.st.s u jiinction 1~1 E L’[O, r; ) \iYth 
Iy(r)l +O as f+ x such thur 
Ix(t)1 d k, ~y(t)l lx(O)1 + k, [’ ):(I -s)l If( d.v (3.7) 
‘,I 
Ivhere k, and k, are positice constants. 
Proor Let 
Then 
I”([, x( .)) = [xTBx]” + j+’ @(I - .s)[.uT(.s) Bx(s)] ‘.’ ds. (3.8) 
0 
q,.,,(L -d.)) 
= [xTBx] I.” [(xT) Bx + xTBx’]/2 
+ @(0)[xTBx]“’ + i,: @‘(f --s)[x~(.Y) B.u(s)]“” ds 
= [-yTBx] I:2 { [xTAT+J; xT(s) CT( 1, s) ds + f”‘(f) 
1 
Bx 
II! /2 
+ @(O)[x’Bx]‘~‘* + [’ @‘(t - s)[xT(s) Bx(s)]‘.” ds 
- 0 
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= [~B-~I 1;~ ~(ATB+ BA).~ + 2,a j' c(~, s).y(.s) ds+.f(r) 
i C 0 
-' + @(O)[x'Bx] '.'2+ ! @'(t - s)[xT(s) Bx(s)] I;2 ds. 0 
Using ( 1.4), and (3.2t(3.4), we have 
V;ll,(r,-~(.))~[--k+~(0)][.\.TB,U]’;2+K jrC(r,S)S(S)(JS+f(f) ‘0 
+ r ’ @(t-s) I.x(s)l ds. i - 0 
By (3.5) and (3.6) we obtain 
q,.3,t4 .u(.)) < -pr.UTB.Ul' 2+ Kl/(r)l 
where p = k - Q(O). 
(3.9) 
Let I.v(r)] be the solution of the integral equation (2.6). Then, by Lem- 
mas I and 2, I~l~L’[O,~i)with (~(~)(+Oasr+-r,andsatisties(2.3)and 
(2.4). Now, if or(l)= [.vT(r) Bx(t)]‘,” and F(t)= K]f(r)l, then, by (3.8) and 
(3.9). we have all conditions of Theorem I satisfied. Thus, (2.8) yields 
[XT(r) BX(f)] ‘d [XT(O) Bx(O)]’ 2 [y(r)1 
+Kj’Iy(t-.s)l I.f(.s)l ds 
I, 
and hence, by (3.2) and (3.4) we have 
Ix(f)l d Ill Ix(O)l/(r JG)+ (K/r) [’ I.v(/ -s)l I.f‘(.Y)i ds. 
- 0 
This completes the proof. 
Let I, 2 0 and z( 1) = .u( t + t,,). Then ( 1.3) yields 
?(r)=k(1)+ r’+“l C( r + I,,, s) x(s) ds + ./‘( t + I,)) 
“0 
or 
=‘(t)=Az(I)+ ~‘c(I+f,),u+I,,)z(u)du+h(f,t,),~) (3.10) 
*o 
where 
h(f, f,,, 4) =f‘(r + f”) + j’” C(f + 1”, s) $4(s) ds. (3.11) 
0 
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Let 6 > 0 and define 
J(~, f,,, 6) = i.f(( + 1,,)~ + 6 [“’ IC([ + 1,,, .s)i h. (3.12) 
<(I 
THEOREM 5. Lef the conditions oj’ Theorem 4 hold und J( t, f,,, 6) he 
dejined /I>, (3.12). Let j und q be nonnegutice real-vulued,~inction.s continuous 
on [ 0, 5, ) and such that J( f,  f,, , 6) < ,j( f  ) q( 6). 
(i ) [j’j( f  ) is hounded, then solutions of ( I .3) ure un$orm hounded. 
(ii ) I f  J( t ) + 0 as f  + ZL, then solutions of ( 1.3) are un@rm ulfimafc 
hounded. 
(iii) [/y(r)=0 and J(f) + 0 as I + CC, then the zero solution o/ ( 1.3 ) is 
uniformly a.s,vmpfoficull~~ stable. 
Pro@ If the initial function 4: [IO, CC) --* R” is such that I&r)1 <S, then, 
by (3.11) and (3.13), we have 
Since (3.5) is equivalent to 
r@‘(f-u)+KIC(f+f,,u+f,)l60 for any f0 2 0, 
then we may apply the variation of parameters inequality in (3.7) to (3.10) 
to conclude that 
MOI GA, I,dO! l4O)l +k, j-1 I.v(f-s)l lh(s, fo, 411 ds 
dk,I.W ci+k, [‘I?.(f-.a J(.s,f,,,ti)Id.s 
-0 
and hence 
IdOI 6k, I>*(f)1 6 +k,q(8)JCI ly(f-.s)l j(s) ds. (3.13) 
(i) As Ill is bounded and j(r) is bounded, it follows from (3.13) 
that z(t) =x(t + I,,, t,,, 4) is bounded. Thus solutions of (1.3) are uniform 
bounded. 
(ii) Since I~(01 -+O and j(r) +Oas f+x and since Iyl~L’[O,cr,) 
then 56 I~(t-s)l j(s) d.s -+O as t 4 zc and hence, by (3.13), z(t)= 
.u(f + f,, to, 4) +O as t + x uniformly in f,,. Thus, solutions of (1.3) are 
uniform ultimate bounded. 
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(iii) Iff(r)=O, then by (3.13) z(t)+0 as I+ co and this is uniform 
asymptotic stability and the proof is complete. 
Theorems 2 and 3 may be used in the same way to conclude more boun- 
dedness and stability results for (1.3). In the next section we turn to 
analysis of differential inequalities of the form ( 1.1) and ( I .2) without 
reference to variation of parameters formulae. 
4. DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITIES 
We are still concerned with the functional differential system 
I’= G(f, x(.)) 
where G is as described in (3.1). 
(4.1) 
Let W,: [0, MJ) + [0, a;) be continuous with Wi(0)=O, W,(r) strictly 
increasing, and W,(r) + CC as r + cc, i = I, 2, 3. 
Let V(r, .x(. )) be a scalar functional defined and continuous whenever 
I: [0, CYZ ) -+ R” is continuous and f Z 0. We suppose that V(f, x( . )) is dif- 
ferentiable along any solution of (4.1). 
THEOREM 6. Let @(f, s) be a scalar function continuous for 0 < s 6 f < co 
and suppose thar @ b 0, &DJat < 0, C7@/ds > 0, and there are constants B and 
J such that 5; @(t, s) ds < B and @(O, s) < J. Suppose also that for each f0 2 0 
and each continuous inifial function ~$1 [0, to] + R”, every solution x(f) = 
x( 1, I,, q+) of (4.1) satisfies 
(i) W,(lx(f)I)< Vf,.r(.))< W2W(f)l)+d[@(f,s) WAlx(s)l)ds 
and 
(ii) %.,,(c N.))G -pWAx(f)l)+ K 
for some constants p > 0 and K >, 0. Then solutions of (4.1) are uniform 
bounded. 
Proof: Let If>0 and l&f)] <H on [IO, f,], and set V(f)= V(r,x(.)). 
Let ~(O=maxo,,.,, V(f). If V(f)< V(fl for all fat,, then, by (i), we 
have 
W,(lx(rN)< V(f)< V(fl 
G W4f-N) + j’ @(is) W3hWl) h 0 
d W,(I&i)l) + ii @(is) W,(l&)l) ds 
< W,(H) + BW,(W. 
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Thus, 
I-U(f)1 d w, ‘C W?(H) + SW,(H)]. 
If V(r)> V(i) for some f 3 l,,. WC choose t> I,, so that V(r)= 
mix0 c , :; , Us). 
We multiply both sides of (ii) by @(r, s) and integrate from .Y = f,, to .s= t 
to obtain 
i’ V’(x) @(r, .s) cls < -p i’ @(r. .s) W,( Is(s)l ) dr + KB. 
- 11, * 11, 
An integration by parts of the left integral yields 
Since @,( f. s) >, 0, then 
+i:, 
v(.s) a,(/, .s) ds + KB. 
?’ US)@,(f..S)~l.S6 V(f) [’ @,(r,.s)ds= V(f)[@(f, f)-@(f, f,,)]. 
- 11, 
I -I 
Thus, 
p (’ @(r, s) W,(I.r(.s).)ds< V(r,,) @(f, f,,)+ KB 
< V( f,,) @(O, r,,) + KB 
< C’( r,,) J + KB. 
Vf,‘) 6 W,(lc4~o)l 1 + ( @(f,,. .s) W3( I&.s)l 1 d.\ 
-0 
6 W,(H)+ BW,(H). 
Thus. 
11 [‘@(f,s) W,(IS(.S)I)~~~[W,(H)+BW,(H)] J+KB. 
d 111 
Also. 
[“’ 4q 1, s) W,( I.r(.s)l ) ds = 1”’ @(I, s) W,( I&)1 ) ds 
- 0 f 0 
s W,(H) j”l a0. .d ds 
0 
< W,(H) [‘@(~,.s)ds< BW,(H). 
*0 
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Thus, 
V(t)< W,(Ix(t)l)+ pD(r,.s) W~(IX(S)I)dS 
- 0 
6 Wl( Ix(r)\ ) + D(H) 
where D(H) = BW,( H) + [ W,(H) + BW,(H)] J//J + KB;‘p. 
As W,(r) + x as r + x, then there is L>O such that W,(L)= K/p. By 
(ii), if 1.~1 > L, then V’(t) < 0. Thus, any maximum of V(t) must occur when 
1.~1 6 L. Hence, whenever V(r) is maximum, we have 
Consequently. 
Is( 6 w, ‘[W,(L) + D(W1 
This completes the proof. 
The next result extends Theorem 6 to another class of functional dif- 
ferential equations. 
THEORFM 7. LLV @,( r. s), i = I , 2, tw rcul-ralued jitnc.li0n.s continuous ,fOt 
0 <.s 6 I < x wirh C@,/C?~ < 0, C:@,j?.s > 0, I:, @,(I, s) ds 6 B,, utui @,(O, s) 6 J, 
jbr .sotnc con.stunt.s B, and J,. Suppow also thar .for (wh t,, 2 0 and euch con- 
tinuous J~mclion 4: [0, I,,] + K”. erw! .solufion s(f) = .u(r. fo. 4) of‘ (4.1 ) 
su I is/i’r.s 
(i) W,(I.~(~)1)6 Uf,s(.)) 
< Wz(ls(r)l + i’@,(t,.s) W,(I.r()l)d.s 
-0 
and 
+ j,, @2( 1. s) W,( Ix(.s)l ) 1i.s 
nhtw W,, i = I, 2, 3, 4, ure as described previously und p, > 0, i = 1, 2, und 
K > 0 urc con.stunt.s. Then .solution.s oj’ (4. I ) are uniform hounded. 
Proof We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 6 and let V(l) = 
max I,<,C, V(s), f B r,,. (If the max occurs on [0, f,,], it is trivial.) Then, 
from (ii), WC have 
V’(J) @,( 1. s) < -ji, W, , ?( I.r(.s)l ) @,(I, s) + K@,( I, s), i= 1, 2, 
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and hence 
P, i ’ @‘,(f, s) W,~z(lx(s)l) ds,< V(fo) J,+ KB,. - 10 
For H> 0 and l@(f)1 <H, we have 
V(to)<Wz(H+B,W,(H))+B2W,(H)%(H) 
and 
I 
Ql 
@,(I, .Y) Wi+z(i.~(S)l) ~sQ w,+,(H) B,. 
0 
Thus, 
r ‘@,@A) W, + Ax(s)I)dsd [R(H)J,+ KB,]jp,+ W,+,(H) B, Ef S,(H). -0 
From (ii), there is an L 2 0 such that V’(f) < 0 for 1x > L and hence 
W,(lX(f)l) d V(f) s W,Clx(~)I + S,(H)1 + S,(H) 
< W,[L+ S,(H)] + S,(H). 
Thus, 
IX(f)l d W;‘[ W,(L + S,(H)) + S,(H)] 
and the proof is complete. 
We illustrate Theorems 6 and 7 by considering the scalar equation 
x’=A(f)x+ ‘C(f,S)X(S)h+~(f) 
I 0 
(4.2) 
where A(t) and J(f) are continuous for 0 Q t < z and C(f, s) is continuous 
for O<s<f<cG. 
If A(f) < 0 and 5; I C(u, r)l du is defined for t 2 0, we let 
V(f, x(.))= 1x1 +d(f,a IC(u, s)l dulx(s)l ds 
so that if 
A(f)+ iix IC(u, f)l dub -p and If(f)I G K 
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for some constants p > 0 and K > 0, we have 
Thus, for any t,, 3 0 and any continuous function 4: [0, to] + R, the 
solution x(r) = x( 1, I,, 4) satisfies (i) and (ii) of Theorem 6. 
If A(r) < 0 does not necessarily hold, we choose a continuous function 
H(I,.Y) such that ciH(f,.y)/Zt=C(f,.s) so that if Q(f)=A(t)-H(t,t), then 
(4.2 ) yields 
x'=Q(f)x+(d/df)~'H(f,s)x(s)d.s+f(r). (4.3 1 
0 
If If(t)1 GM and Q(f) <O with IQ(t)1 d P and 
2Q(f)+Pi’IH(f,s)/ds+(P+1)~~~H(u,r)ldu4 +. p > 0, 
*o I 
we let 
R= P+ 1, so that 
n+f(r,S)X(s)ds 
> 
(Q(t)x+f(t)) 
+ R [’ IH(u, f)l dztx2 - R j-’ IH(f, s)l x2(s)ds 
*I 0 
,< 2Q(f) x2 + 2P [’ IH(f, s)l Ix Ix(s)l ds + 2MJx( 
-0 
+ ZMi]: IH(f, .s)l Is(.s)l ds+ R ix JH(u, !)I dulux’ 
I 
- R *’ jH(r, s)j x2(s) ds 
J 0 
2Q(f)+ R [=- JH(u, r)l du .u’+ P -’ 
3 J 
IH( f, .s)l (x2 + x’(s)) ds 
-I 0 
+ 2MIxl + j’ IH(r, s)l (M’ + .T’(~)) ds - R ji IH(f, s)l x2(s) h 
0 
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G ZQ(r)+R 1’ l~(~,~)ld~+P~‘l~(t..s)/ds 
[ 
2 
dI ‘0 1 
+2Mlxl+M, for some constant M, >, 0 
d -/lx2 + 2MlX + M, 
6 -p,x2 -~zl.~l +K for some constants pr > 0, 
pz 2 0. and K 3 0. 
Thus, for any f,, 2 0 and any continuous function 4: [O. r,] + ( - ,Y-. x. ). 
the solution .r(r) = x( t, rO, 4) satisfies (i) and (ii) of Theorem 7. 
THEOREM 8. Let @: [0, x) -+ [0, .Y;) he continuous, und V und W,, 
i = I, 2, he defined as before. Suppose that ,for euch to > 0 and euch continuous 
initial finczion I$: [0, rO) -+ R”, every wlution x(f)=x(t, t,, fj) CI~ (4.1) 
satisjies 
(i) W,(lx(t)l)d V(r..~(.))~~w?(J.~(r)l)+ [‘@(t-s) Wz(I.u(.s)()d.s 
- 0 
wd 
(ii) V;41,(L -4.))G -PW,(I.~~)I) 
n*hrre x > 0 and p > 0 are constanls. 
(a) !fjl Q(s) ds = B < r;c, then solutions ef(4.1 ) are uniform hounded 
and lhe zero solution of’ (4.1) is uniform!)? .srahle. 
(b) J/j;- 5; @(.s)d.sdr=J< x, then solutions of (4.1 ) are uniform 
ultimate houndea’ und the zero solution qf (4.1 ) is un!formlJ usynptoticuli~ 
SILlhiP. 
Pro?/: Let V(r) = I’(!. .u(. )) and H > 0 with IQ(r)1 < H on [0, lo]. By 
(ii), V(r) is monotone &creasing and hence, by (i). we have 
.- 111 
W,(lx([)O< V(f)< V(r,,)drWz(H)+ W,(H) ( @(r)dr 
-0 
Thus, 
6 WA H)(r + B). 
Ix(f)1 d W, I[(%+ B) W,(H)] 
yielding both uniform boundedness and uniform stability. 
Next, integrating both sides of (ii) from r,, to r to obtain 
-’ J W,( Ix(s)l) d.s < -( lip)1 V(r) - V(l,)l 10 
< V(ro)l~ < (r + B) W,(H)IP 
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so that (i) implies 
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I ’ 10 V(s) ds 6 r j’ I+‘,( Ix(s)\ ) ds + [’ j” @(u - s) W,( Ix(.s)l ) ds du 41 - ,,, 0 
Q %(a + B) W,(H)/p + [‘” j’ @(u-s) W,( I.Y(.S)l) duds 
‘0 10 
+ j’ j’ @(u-s) W,( Ix(s)1 ) du ds 
10 I 
6 c((r + B) W2(HYp + j”’ W2(l.y(.s)l ) j’ G+ -s) du cls 
0 10 
+ j’ W,(lx(.s)l) j’cD(u-s) du ds 
10 
< r(ar + B) W,( ff)/p + W,(H) j’” [’ @(u - s) du ds 
0 - 10 
+ B [’ W2( I.Y(s)~) dS 
- 41 
G tr + B)’ w,(H)~ + W,(H) 1; j,;,; 1 a(r) dr ds 
d (2 + B)2 w~(H)/~ + W,(H) i K j ’ qr) dr d( 
“0 ; 
< [J+ (r + B)2,/p] W,(H) ‘!Zf uW,(H). 
On the other hand, as V(r) is decreasing, we have 
so that, by (i), it follows that 
W,(l.df)l) G V(r) 6 UWH)/Tf - I,,) 
and hence 
I.r(r)I ,< w, ‘[uW(Hv(I - lo)]. 
From this we have the uniform ultimate boundedness and the uniform 
asymptotic stability. The proof is now complete. 
Notution. llxll [‘J’ = supoS , <, Ix(.s)l. 
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THEOREM 9. Let c1> 0, j? > 0, p > 0, and U > 0 be constants and suppose 
that for each t, > 0 and each continuous initial function 4: [0, co) --f R”, 
every solution x(t) = x(t, to, 4) of (4.1) satisfies 
(i) aW(Ix(t)l)< V(t,x(.))<BW(lx(t)l)+j’@(t-s) Wlx(s)l)h 
0 
and 
(ii) V;4.1J4 4.1) d -p I Q.II(14t)l )I for 1x1 2 17 
where V is as described previously and W: [0, co) + [0, 00) is differentiable 
and strictly increasing with W(r) + co as r -+ co. 
If l? a(s) ds = B< p, then solutions of (4.1) are uniform bounded. 
Proof Using the notation above, we may write (i) as 
@Wlx(t)l)G ~~~,~~~~~~B~~I~~~~l~+~~~II~IICO~”~. (4.4) 
Let H> 0 with 0 < H< U and 11~11 co,t01 < H. Since (p - B) W(r) + co as 
r+ co, we choose M> U so that (u--B) W(r)>fiW(U)+pW(U) for all 
r Z M. Thus 
~WW(r)>BW(r)+PW(U)+~W(U) for raM. (4.5) 
Now, either /x(t)1 CM for all t 2 to and there is nothing to prove, or 
there is a first t, > to such that Ix(t,)l = M. Next, either Ix(t)1 > U for all 
t > t, or there is a first t2 > t, such that Ix(t%)l = U. 
Suppose that Ix(t)1 > U for all t> t,. Then, by (ii), V’(t, x(.))<O for all 
t 2 t, and hence, using (4.4), we have 
uWlx(t)l)< V(t,x(.))G V(t,,x(.))dBW(M)+BW(M). 
Thus, 
Ix(t)l6 W-l C(B + B) WMY~I for all tatI. (4.6) 
Now, suppose there is a first t, > t, such that Ix(t,)l = U and let Ix(fll = 
max t,<s<rz I+)l 2M. W e will show that Ix(t)1 Q Ix(t)1 for all t > to. If not, 
then for some t > t,, we have Ix(t)\ > Ix(t)1 and hence there is a first t, > t, 
with Ix(t4)l = Ix(t)1 and there is a last t3C: t4 with Ix(t3)l = U and 
Ix(t)1 2 U for tE [t3, t4]. From (ii), we have 
V(LX(.))G V(t,,x(.))-P jr4 Iw’(lx(s)l)~ 
11 
6 V(t3, x(.1)-p j’” w’(lx(s)l)ds. 
f3 
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Using (4.4), we obtain 
~(~4,X(.))~B~(~)+~~(lx(~~l)-~[~(IX(f~)l)- W(lx(t3)l)] 
~BW(~)+BW(lx(~l)-~W(lx(f~I)+~W(Li). 
Since Ix(i)1 2 M, then by (4.5) we have V(f4, X( .)) < 0, a contradiction. 
Thus Ix(r)1 < Ix(r)1 for all t 2 I,. On the other hand, using (4.4), we have 
rW(lx(Ol)< V(i,x(.))< V(r,,x(.))dBW(M)+BW(M). 
Hence, 
Ix(i)1 < w--‘[(I+ B) W(M)/r]. 
In view of (4.6), Ix(t)1 has the same bound for all t 2 I,. Let D(H) = max 
{ w- ‘CM + B) WWI~I, M). Then II& [“*@’ < H implies 
Ix(t, fO, #)I Q D(H) for r>, t,,. This gives uniform boundedness and the 
proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4. Let r > 0, /I > 0, and p > 0 he constants and suppose that 
(i) @(~)I 6 VA x(.))<Blx(t)l +ji@(t--s) lx(s)1 ds, 
(ii) vi4 ,)(4 4. )I Q -~[lx(r)l + lx’(r)ll + IF(l 
and 
I 
(iii) 
c Q(r) dr < p. 0 
If F(t) is bounded, then solutions of (4.1) are uniform bounded, 
Proof. Take W(Ix(t)l)= Ix(r)1 and observe that I Ix(f)(‘l < ~x’(f)l. Then 
the result follows immediately from Theorem 9. 
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